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Abstract. An optical-model analysis of the 14C + 14C elastic-scattering data has been carried out in terms
of optical potential with a deep real part. The angular distributions at a number of incident energies and
the excitation functions at θcm = 70◦, 80◦ and 90◦ in the 6 ≤ Ecm ≤ 35 MeV energy range have been
described quite successfully.

PACS. 24.10.Ht Optical and diffraction models – 25.70.Bc Elastic and quasielastic scattering – 25.70.Ef
Resonances

1 Introduction

Experimental investigations involving heavy-ion elas-
tic scattering led to the observation of resonance-
like structures in the excitation functions of a num-
ber of systems [1,2]. Among the identical heavy-ion
systems,16O+ 16O [3] and 14C+ 14C [4,5] exhibit per-
haps the most pronounced and regular structures in their
θcm = 90◦ elastic scattering excitation functions. An
optical-model analysis of 12C + 12C elastic scattering data
between Ecm = 35 and 63 MeV indicated that the nuclear
potential for this system in the region of large overlap
was much deeper than expected [6]. Earlier optical-model
analysis of the 16O + 16O elastic data showed that the
surface transparent [3,7] and J-dependent [8] potentials
could explain these data reasonably well. The same was
true of the 14C+ 14C elastic data [4]. These phenomeno-
logical potentials were basically shallow.

Some time ago Kondo et al. [9] re-examined the
16O + 16O elastic and fusion data in the energy range
15 < Ecm < 40 MeV within the optical-model framework
in view of the results of the semiclassical analysis [10] of
non-local nucleus-nucleus interaction obtained following
the resonating group method. It was suggested that the
equivalent local interaction for 16O + 16O like heavy-ion
systems should assume the form of a deep potential which
could support wave functions with a proper number of
radial nodes. Such a potential is expected to manifest
itself in weakly absorbing heavy-ion systems for which nu-
clear scattering is sensitive to the short-range part of the
ion-ion interaction, and these are precisely the systems
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that exhibit resonant structures which can be described
in terms of surface transparent absorptive potentials [11].
Like at higher energies [12–14], such deep potentials
have been successful in describing the elastic data in
the lower energy range where the shallow potentials are
also available. In fact, at Elab = 350 MeV Kondo et

al. [12] found a unique deep potential for the 16O+ 16O
system. Very recently Ohkubo [15] has demonstrated
that rainbow scattering and molecular structure of the
16O + 16O system can be described in a unified way with
a global deep potential. As a matter of fact, Branden
and Satchler [14] have pointed out that through careful
studies of light heavy-ion systems physically realistic
potentials have been unambiguously determined to be in-
deed deep. The imaginary parts of these optical potentials
are shallow. Analysis of elastic scattering of 16O+ 16O
at energies between 5 and 8 MeV/nucleon showed that
the data could be described by the real potentials which
are similar to the ones required at higher energies for
this and other light systems [16]. With deep real parts
(300–400 MeV at the center) a rather weak absorption
is required [16]. The latter is, of course, in accord with
the low number of outgoing channels available to carry
away the incident flux for systems like 16O+ 16O [16].
The success of deep optical potentials for describing
low-energy elastic and fusion data for 16O + 16O [9] and
16O + 12C [17] systems suggests that deep potentials
should be valid for a wider range of heavy-ion systems.

There exists striking resemblance between the
16O+ 16O and 14C + 14C elastic data [4] on excitation
functions and angular distributions. In fact, the similarity
in the behavior of the data reflects similar dynamical con-
ditions prevailing during the 16O + 16O and 14C + 14C
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Fig. 1. Experimental and theoretical 14C + 14C elastic-scattering angular distributions at energies indicated in the panels. The
continuous curves result from Set I, the dotted curves from Set II and the dashed curves from Set III of the parameters given
in table 1.

Table 1. The 14C + 14C optical-model parameters obtained using deep (Set I), shallow surface transparent (Set II) and shallow
J-dependent (Set III) potentials.

Set Vo rr ar Vj W ri ai R̄ Q̄ ∆J

(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm)

I 260 0.9606 1.28 0.09 4 + 0.3Ecm 1.39 0.40 7.7 6.73 1
II 17 1.35 0.49 – 1.5 + 0.5Ecm 1.27 0.49 – – –
III 17 1.35 0.49 – 7 + 0.4Ecm 1.35 0.49 7.7 6.73 1

collisions. It is, therefore, expected that like 16O + 16O,
the elastic scattering data on 14C + 14C can also be ex-
plained in terms of a deep real optical potential. Here we
have attempted the same by re-examining the 14C + 14C
elastic data through an optical-model analysis.

2 Analysis

Konnerth et al. [4] had measured the 14C + 14C elastic
scattering cross-sections at 70◦, 80◦ and 90◦ (c.m.) in the
energy range between 6 and 35 MeV (c.m.). The 90◦ exci-
tation function exhibits strongly pronounced and regular
gross structure with peaks at Ecm = 15.5, 19.5, 24.0 and

28.0 MeV. The peak-to-valley ratios exceed an order of
magnitude and widths are of the order of 2–3 MeV. The
excitation functions at 70◦ and, in particular at 80◦ are
less regular and somewhat more fragmented than that
at 90◦ [4]. The elastic-scattering angular distributions
were measured at Ecm = 15.5, 19.5, 24.0 and 28.0 MeV
(the maxima in the θcm = 90◦ excitation function) and
Ecm = 24.75 and 26.5 MeV (at the two minima) and
Ecm = 25.75 MeV (an intermediate energy) [4]. These are
the data that have been subjected to the optical-model
analysis.

For the present analysis the optical-model code
HIGENOA [18] was employed. Different kinds of
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optical-potential forms were incorporated by appropri-
ately modifying this code. The accuracy of the results
obtained with the code was verified by reproducing the
predictions for excitation functions and angular distribu-
tions for 16O + 16O elastic scattering using different forms
of phenomenological optical potentials reported in ref. [9].

In order to search for the deep optical potential for
14C+ 14C scattering, we have adopted the same approach
as followed by Kondo et al. [9] for 16O + 16O. The optical
potential was of the following form:

U(r) = Vc(Rc, r) + [Vo + VjJ(J + 1)][g(Rr, ar, r)]
2 +

iW (Ecm, J)g(Ri, ai, r) (1)

with

W (Ecm, J) = (Wo +WEEcm){1 + exp[(J − Jc)/∆J ]}
−1,
(2)

g(R, a, r) = [1 + exp[(r −R)/a]]−1 . (3)

Here, Vc(Rc, r) is the Coulomb potential for a uni-
form charge distribution of radius Rc, Vo and Vj describe
a J-dependent real potential depth where J is the to-
tal angular momentum, Wo and WE describe an energy-
dependent absorptive potential, Jc is the cut-off angular
momentum applied to the absorptive term and ∆J is the
diffuseness parameter associated with cut-off [8].

At each energy, Jc is parametrized as

Jc = R̄[(2µ/~2)(Ecm − Q̄)]1/2 (4)

with R̄ as the average radius and Q̄ as the threshold en-
ergy corresponding to the predominant non-elastic reac-
tions and µ as the reduced mass of the system. The real
part of the potential U(r) has a squared Woods-Saxon
form factor with radius Rr and diffuseness ar. The imagi-
nary part has a conventional Woods-Saxon form with ra-
dius Ri and diffuseness ai.

Thus the real part has a form closer to the double fold-
ing model. The double folding model [19] with a realistic
nucleon-nucleon interaction, predicts deep potentials but
does not take into account the Pauli principle fully. The
double-folding model calculations using the DDM3Y ef-
fective interaction produce angular distributions similar
to the results of the potential obtained for the 16O + 16O
system [12]. The fittings to the 14C + 14C scattering data
have been obtained by systematically varying as few pa-
rameters as possible of the optical potential derived for
16O + 16O scattering. This way fine tuning of parameters
resulted in deep potential parameters for 14C + 14C (see
Set I of table 1).

3 Results and discussion

The potential parameters, obtained following the above-
mentioned procedure, give quite reasonable fits to the
14C + 14C scattering data. Experimental and theoretical
angular distributions, at the energies corresponding to the
maxima (15.5, 19.5, 24.0, 28.0 MeV) in the 90◦ excitation
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Fig. 2. Experimental and theoretical 14C+ 14C elastic-
scattering excitation functions at the indicated c.m. angles.
The continuous, dotted and dashed curves result from the pa-
rameters as mentioned in fig. 1

function, at minima (24.75, 26.5 MeV) and at intermediate
energy (25.75 MeV) are shown in fig.1. The experimental
angular distributions are reproduced very well by theo-
retical calculations at lower energies and good description
of the data has been obtained at higher energies. The cal-
culated angular distributions corresponding to the peaks
in θcm = 90◦ excitation function agree well with the data,
except at 28 MeV where the calculations underestimate
the experimental cross-sections beyond about θcm = 75◦.
This seems to be an indication of the onset of refractive
effects (contributions of lower l-values) in addition to the
resonant effects (dominant l-values) as also mentioned by
Szilner et al. [20] in connection with the coexistence of
resonant and refractive effects in 14C+ 14C, 12C+ 14C,
14C+ 16O systems. It must, however, be pointed out that
the refractive effects are expected to be observed at en-
ergies above ∼ 5 MeV/nucleon [20]; just above the maxi-
mum energy up to which the data are available in our case.
Of course, for the 14C + 14C system more data at higher
energies and over a larger angular range are required to
confirm the co-existence of resonant and refractive effects.
The analysis of 16O + 14C elastic scattering data at 132,
281 and 334 MeV (higher than 8 MeV/nucleon) does show
that although the absorption in this system is stronger
than for the case of 16O + 12C system, nevertheless the
scattering maintains the refractive behavior [21].
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Fig. 3. The phase shifts, reflection coefficients and the 90.0◦

excitation functions (experimental and calculated) with dis-
tinct peaks for each partial wave.

For the purpose of comparison the corresponding
optical-model calculations with the surface transparent
and J-dependent shallow potentials have also been shown
in fig. 1 (using Sets II and III, respectively, of table 1).
These sets of parameters were obtained by fitting the data
with the parameters from ref. [4] as the initial guess. It can
be noted from fig. 1 that the deep potential provides better
fits to the data as compared to the shallow potentials.

In fig. 2 are shown the experimental and theoretical
excitation functions at the three angles. The calculations
with deep potential (Set I of table 1) provide a good de-
scription of the data. In fact, the θcm = 90◦ experimen-
tal excitation function is reproduced quite well. Thus the
characteristic features of the data are well reproduced by
the deep potential. The excitation functions calculated
with the other two sets of potential parameters (Sets II
and III of table 1) are also shown in fig. 2 for the purpose
of comparison. Again it can be noted that the deep po-
tential provides a better description of the excitation func-
tions than the two shallow potentials and in particular at
θcm = 90◦. It might be mentioned that for the 16O + 16O
system Sparenberg and Baye [22] have demonstrated that
after removing complex normalizable solutions from the
deep optical potential of Kondo et al. [9] with supersym-
metric transformations, one obtains a shallow potential
similar to that of Chatwin et al. [8]. And, therefore, it is
not surprising that the deep and shallow potentials can de-

scribe the elastic data equally well for heavy-ion systems
like 16O + 16O and 14C + 14C.

The appearance of successive gross structure maxima
in the elastic-scattering excitation functions is believed to
be the consequence of an extended surface transparency
of the system [7]. The physical origin of surface trans-
parency lies in the poor angular momentum matching be-
tween the elastic channel and available reaction channels
due to unfavorable Q-values [8,23]. At each energy only
a few partial waves contribute, and if in addition half
of these are eliminated by symmetry, like in case of the
14C + 14C system, then cross-section will be dominated
by a very few partial waves one after the other as energy
increases. The successive dominance of the partial waves is
so marked that the excitation function may show maxima
corresponding to each partial wave. The detailed phase
shift analysis for 16O + 16O by Gobbi et al. [7] has shown
that each partial wave is active only over a relatively re-
stricted range of energy.

A similar phase shift analysis for 14C + 14C scattering
(using the Set I of the potential parameters) shows a
very similar behavior for the 90◦ excitation function. The
analysis shows that, as the phase shift departs from zero,
the corresponding reflection coefficient changes rapidly
from unity to zero, i.e. from no absorption to complete
absorption. Corresponding to the energy of each maxima,
only one partial wave contributes significantly to elastic
scattering. Further increase in energy increases the
probability of absorption and hence reduces the elastic
cross-section which reaches the minimum and then further
increases as the next partial wave begins to contribute.
The phase shift plot clearly singles out l = 12, 14, 16, 18
as the dominant partial waves at Ecm = 15.5, 19.5, 24 and
28 MeV, respectively (see fig. 3). As a consequence of sur-
face transparency, the angular distributions can be fairly
well reproduced by the squares of single Legendre polyno-
mials. The above-mentioned sequence of l-values was in
fact deduced for 14C + 14C scattering by comparison with
the squares of single Legendre polynomials [4,5]. It may be
pointed out that the phase shift plot showed more or less
the same behavior even with the shallow potential (Set III)
for the 14C + 14C system. And this is consistent with the
point made by Sparenberg and Baye [22] that the two
very different phenomenological potentials can reproduce
the same data as both potentials share approximately
the same cross-sections and the same phase shifts. The
removal of a normalizable solution from a deep potential
with a pair of supersymmetric transformations results in a
shallow potential without modifying the phase shifts [22].

4 Conclusion

Although traditional shallow potentials (surface transpar-
ent and J-dependent) describe the elastic scattering an-
gular distributions and excitation functions for 14C + 14C
reasonably well (specially the J-dependent), the deep po-
tential has been found to be more successful. In fact, the
quality of fits is the same or better as obtained for systems
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like 16O + 16O, 16O + 12C [9,17] using the deep poten-
tials. The present analysis further supports the validity of
deep potentials for heavy-ion systems which exhibit gross
structures in their elastic-scattering excitation functions.
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